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Cyber Risk Management  
for SAP platforms from IBM 
– powered by Onapsis

SAP software is the enterprise resource planning (ERP) platform of choice for many 
businesses. It serves more than 250,000 customers worldwide, with 74 percent of the 
Forbes 500 running their businesses with SAP applications. SAP runs key business 
functions such as customer relationship, supply chain and human capital management.

For many years, SAP platforms were inherently secure from outside threats because 
they were not connected to any public networks. Today, however, these same systems 
rely heavily on Internet connectivity and are attractive targets for cyber attackers—who 
now use techniques such as tunneling inside a corporate network or conducting slow 
and stealthy advanced attacks. Against such threats, traditional modes of security are  
no longer effective to safeguard a company.
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Because companies typically use SAP to run their critical 
business processes, a security breach in an SAP application 
could lead to the loss of highly critical and regulated data. 
This could include trade secrets, intellectual property, 
financial details and personally identifiable human resources 
information. Security breaches cost companies, on average, 
USD3.5 million, per incident. Such costs don’t include the 
loss of reputation and customer turnover that often result 
from such an event.1

A strong security posture begins with 
increased visibility of security risks and 
vulnerabilities 
Today’s SAP security strategies for governance and risk 
management must include the processes necessary to protect 
the SAP infrastructure, an often-overlooked area particularly 
at the application’s technical layer. Once SAP is compromised, 
it is easy for an attacker to traverse the SAP landscape 
(development, test and production) using internal interfaces. 

Such compromises can be caused by misconfiguration and 
missing security patches, which then provide access to 
confidential data–even for malicious company insiders who 
don’t have the proper access credentials or authorization. 
Critical information—manufacturing processes, credit card 
systems, financial information, even board room transcripts—
can suddenly flow into the hands of criminal organizations 
and nation states. 

Protecting the valuable assets of your organization requires  
a focus not just on where an attack will come from, but an 
assessment of what within the SAP landscape is critical. You 
also need the ability to more quickly and effectively respond 
when an attack occurs. Understanding system relationships, 
continuously monitoring SAP systems, applications and users, 
and having automated alerts and actions—when done 
correctly—can create real-time security for your business.  
It can also provide much-needed compensating controls as 
important security patch updates are deployed over time. 

1 “2014 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Analysis, Ponemon Institute, May 2014,  
http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?subtype=WH&infotype=SA&
appname=GTSE_SE_SE_USEN&htmlfid=SEL03027USEN&attachment=SEL03027
USEN.PDF#loaded

2 “2014 SAP Security Advisories: A Year in Review and Future Trends,” Onapsis, 
Inc., December 2014, http://www.onapsis.com/blog/sap-security-advisories-a-
preview-of-a-year-in-review-and-future-trends/

The security challenges associated with an SAP environment 
have, if anything, grown over the years. In 2014 alone over 
391 security alerts affecting SAP were issued, with 46 percent 
of them ranked “high priority.” These included critical SAP 
platform vulnerabilities such as Heartbleed, Shellshock, 
Poodle and malware such as Zombie Zero.2 Given the distinct 
possibility that a breach could occur in an SAP environment, 
companies need to consider how malicious actors will attempt 
to attack SAP systems and design ways to better secure them. 
To do so effectively requires a security strategy that includes 
diligent planning in the areas of governance, risk management 
and compliance to help reduce the risks associated with new 
SAP capabilities such as HANA, cloud, mobile and more.

Yet many firms struggle with these challenges. At minimum, 
they must address compliance requirements driven by their 
industry and through regulatory agencies. But meeting 
compliance requirements does not necessarily result in a 
strong security posture, and many firms have suffered major 
breaches even though they passed a compliance audit.

Security breaches cost companies, on  

average, USD3.5 million, per incident.
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IBM provides a full suite of SAP 
infrastructure security services 
Onapsis, Inc., an IBM Business Partner company, can provide 
the most widely used SAP-certified, enterprise-ready solutions 
for an organization’s mission-critical systems. It provides one 
of the leading technology platforms to help uncover risks and 
prioritize the resolution of security and compliance gaps 
within applications running on SAP platforms. The Onapsis 
Security Platform can also give organizations a competitive 
advantage by helping to better secure their most valuable and 
vulnerable assets. IBM uses the Onapsis Security Platform to 
offer the following services for the full range of SAP systems, 
including HANA, mobile and cloud:

• Risk-ranked SAP environment graphical-topology maps–
including all connections among systems and applications

• Assessments of SAP systems for vulnerability and compliance 
risks—tying business context into remediation planning 
processes 

• Comparisons of your SAP systems against internal policy  
or specific public standards such as in the Sarbanes-Oxley 
Act, Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard, SAP 

Security Guidelines, the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology, ISACA, the North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation and others

• Elimination of exploitable windows and protection against 
known-but-unpublished vulnerabilities

• Advanced threat protection services, including continuous 
monitoring, signatures for vulnerability exploitation attempts 
and better protection against zero-day attacks

• SAP vulnerability and penetration testing services (both 
black- and white-box testing approaches)

• Enablement of closed-loop security event management 
processes with native integration to the IBM® QRadar® 
platform

• Support and streamlining of audit and compliance 
requirements

Whether it’s strategy, governance and risk management, data 
and application protection, or identity and managed security 
services—regardless of the IT environment—IBM has the 
expertise to help safeguard your company’s SAP platform  
and business-critical applications, assets and processes. 
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Why IBM?
At IBM, our IT security consulting practice can partner  
with you to help build more effective security programs  
that can not only help protect your infrastructure, but also 
enhance your business operations. Our 6,000-plus consultants 
have access to the world’s largest known database of threats. 
And they bring deep and broad industry expertise to the table,  
with an average of over 10 years of IT security consulting 
experience in disciplines including compliance, data 
protection, application services, risk management, identity 
and access management, cyber security, mobility, cloud,  
and incident planning and response.


